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Release Notes By Module
EFI Pace During our standard testing procedures we identified a potential security 

vulnerability that could impact EFI Pace, for which a patch is available for your 

download as the following releases:

The issue has been fixed in

 

• 26.07-241

• 27.12-1273

• 28.02-442

 

It is a simple critical update that is available for upgrade now.  CLEAR YOUR 

BROWSER CACHE/COOKIES AFTER THE UPDATE.

 

As always, we strongly advise that all customers have HTTPS enabled for the EFI 

Pace application, especially if you have it exposed via the Internet.  The Admin 

Console has an option to force redirect HTTP to HTTPS.

26.07-241

User Interface When you add multiple lines of text to fields in EFI Pace, the system now properly 

displays the data in Firefox. 

26.07-331

Appliance EFI Pace no longer goes down when you convert an estimate into a job with a 

different currency.

26.07-179

Framework The EFI Pace server now includes a patch for CVE-2014-6271 ("Shellshock") bash 

vulnerability. 

26.07-187

Framework EFI Pace now includes the updates to the Debian Linux CVE Vulnerability list. 26.07-163

Framework If you execute reports in companies other than the default "Public" company, custom 

reports written specifically for those other companies now have an improved 

execution time.

26.07-158

Framework EFI Pace now includes the latest security patches for Debian Squeeze Linux Q1 14, 

which also includes OpenSSL BleedingHeart vulnerability.

26.07-128

Accounts Receivable The system no longer displays an error indicating a chargeback is invalid when you 

change chargeback accounts.

26.07-08

Admin Console The Admin Console feature to restore from a remote database/schema to a particular 

schema on a target database now functions properly, even if the schema already 

exists.

26.07-46

Customization Toolkit The Scheduled Task Email Recipient and Event Handler Email Recipient expression 

fields no longer include maximum field lengths.

26.07-57
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Customization Toolkit When you manually create a job using an item template associated with an estimate 

that contains user-defined field values, the system now correctly copies the User 

Defined Fields to the Job and Job Part records.

26.07-20

Estimating The system no longer times out and displays an Unfortunate Occurrence message 

when you use the Create Estimate and Convert feature and the estimate includes a 

large number of parts.

26.07-81

Estimating You can now delete a prepress activity on a prepress workflow linked to a job part 

prepress operation.

26.07-75

Estimating The system no longer displays an Unfortunate Occurrence message if you enable the 

Duplicate Contacts feature and then convert an estimate to a job.

26.07-71

Estimating The system now includes the data you enter in the Additional Description field on 

the estimate request in the estimate.

26.07-40

Estimating When you remove the standard paper type association from an inventory item, the 

system no longer assigns it to a job when you convert an estimate.

26.07-21

Hardware The COGS report (cogs-report.rpt) no longer produces a timeout error that requires a 

reporting services restart.

26.07-147

Inventory The Inventory Status Report (inventory-status.rpt) now displays correct values when 

you set the Hundred weight unit of measure (UOM) to "CWT." 

26.07-25

Job Billing The system now maintains the correct tab order when you add a Sales Distribution 

record to a job invoice. 

26.07-135

Job Billing The invoice now uses the zip code from the job shipment when you set the sales tax 

basis to "Job Shipment Zip."

26.07-34

Job Control Center When you duplicate a job, the system now enters the job value from the parent job 

by default. When you modify a job part value, the system now updates the job value 

accordingly.

26.07-168

Job Control Center The Stock Ticket (jobcontrol-stock-ticket.rpt) now displays fractional portions of the 

size dimensions.

26.07-126

Job Control Center The Finished Goods Job Jacket report(jobcontrol-fin-goods-jacket.rpt) no longer prints 

duplicate shipment entries on the shipment summary.

26.07-102

Job Control Center You can now delete a job part that includes a commission distribution, even if you do 

not delete the commission. 

26.07-9
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Multi-Company The "Sample" Company record no longer requires separate licensing from the overall 

system "Public" Company record.

26.07-115

PaceConnect The Estimate Job Importer PaceConnect now creates jobs plans that automatically 

trigger the Scheduler/PrintFlow Job Exporter PaceConnects for job plans you set as 

"ready to schedule."

26.07-133

PaceConnect-Printable The Printable PaceConnect record no longer produces a "Java Null Pointer Exception" 

when you manually process an XML order involving a combo item template.

26.07-73

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

Large PrintStream campaigns no longer timeout and fail the PaceConnect execution. 26.07-111

PaceStation The system now honors a user-defined inquiry's security property settings for a non-

administrative user.

26.07-90

Purchasing The system no longer includes an embedded URL to inquireon.com (Bradner 

integration) as they are no longer in business.

26.07-216

Purchasing You can now receive purchase orders without any issues. 26.07-57

System Security

The Email link in the Job Part context menu no longer produces a Null Pointer Error 

message.

26.07-8

Upgrade The upgrade process no longer includes a GPG error. 26.07-198
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User Interface When you add multiple lines of text to fields in EFI Pace, the system now properly 

displays the data in Firefox. 

26.07-331

Purchasing The system no longer includes an embedded URL to inquireon.com (Bradner 

integration) as they are no longer in business.

26.07-216

Upgrade The upgrade process no longer includes a GPG error. 26.07-198

Framework The EFI Pace server now includes a patch for CVE-2014-6271 ("Shellshock") bash 

vulnerability. 

26.07-187

Appliance EFI Pace no longer goes down when you convert an estimate into a job with a 

different currency.

26.07-179

Job Control Center When you duplicate a job, the system now enters the job value from the parent job 

by default. When you modify a job part value, the system now updates the job value 

accordingly.

26.07-168

Framework EFI Pace now includes the updates to the Debian Linux CVE Vulnerability list. 26.07-163

Framework If you execute reports in companies other than the default "Public" company, custom 

reports written specifically for those other companies now have an improved 

execution time.

26.07-158

Hardware The COGS report (cogs-report.rpt) no longer produces a timeout error that requires a 

reporting services restart.

26.07-147

Job Billing The system now maintains the correct tab order when you add a Sales Distribution 

record to a job invoice. 

26.07-135

PaceConnect The Estimate Job Importer PaceConnect now creates jobs plans that automatically 

trigger the Scheduler/PrintFlow Job Exporter PaceConnects for job plans you set as 

"ready to schedule."

26.07-133

Framework EFI Pace now includes the latest security patches for Debian Squeeze Linux Q1 14, 

which also includes OpenSSL BleedingHeart vulnerability.

26.07-128

Job Control Center The Stock Ticket (jobcontrol-stock-ticket.rpt) now displays fractional portions of the 

size dimensions.

26.07-126

Multi-Company The "Sample" Company record no longer requires separate licensing from the overall 

system "Public" Company record.

26.07-115
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PaceConnect-

PrintStream

Large PrintStream campaigns no longer timeout and fail the PaceConnect execution. 26.07-111

Job Control Center The Finished Goods Job Jacket report(jobcontrol-fin-goods-jacket.rpt) no longer prints 

duplicate shipment entries on the shipment summary.

26.07-102

PaceStation The system now honors a user-defined inquiry's security property settings for a non-

administrative user.

26.07-90

Estimating The system no longer times out and displays an Unfortunate Occurrence message 

when you use the Create Estimate and Convert feature and the estimate includes a 

large number of parts.

26.07-81

Estimating You can now delete a prepress activity on a prepress workflow linked to a job part 

prepress operation.

26.07-75

PaceConnect-Printable The Printable PaceConnect record no longer produces a "Java Null Pointer Exception" 

when you manually process an XML order involving a combo item template.

26.07-73

Estimating The system no longer displays an Unfortunate Occurrence message if you enable the 

Duplicate Contacts feature and then convert an estimate to a job.

26.07-71

Customization Toolkit The Scheduled Task Email Recipient and Event Handler Email Recipient expression 

fields no longer include maximum field lengths.

26.07-57

Purchasing You can now receive purchase orders without any issues. 26.07-57

Admin Console The Admin Console feature to restore from a remote database/schema to a particular 

schema on a target database now functions properly, even if the schema already 

exists.

26.07-46

Estimating The system now includes the data you enter in the Additional Description field on 

the estimate request in the estimate.

26.07-40

Job Billing The invoice now uses the zip code from the job shipment when you set the sales tax 

basis to "Job Shipment Zip."

26.07-34

Inventory The Inventory Status Report (inventory-status.rpt) now displays correct values when 

you set the Hundred weight unit of measure (UOM) to "CWT." 

26.07-25

Estimating When you remove the standard paper type association from an inventory item, the 

system no longer assigns it to a job when you convert an estimate.

26.07-21
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Customization Toolkit When you manually create a job using an item template associated with an estimate 

that contains user-defined field values, the system now correctly copies the User 

Defined Fields to the Job and Job Part records.

26.07-20

Job Control Center You can now delete a job part that includes a commission distribution, even if you do 

not delete the commission. 

26.07-9

Accounts Receivable The system no longer displays an error indicating a chargeback is invalid when you 

change chargeback accounts.

26.07-8

System Security

The Email link in the Job Part context menu no longer produces a Null Pointer Error 

message.

26.07-8


